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Активная лексика
FAILURES & MALFUNCTIONS
KEY WORDS

EXTRA VOCABULARY

malfunction
failure

to lose

structural failures –
конструктивные разрушения
flight control failures – отказ
органов управления
rudder failure – отказ руля
направления
auto flight system failure –
отказ автопилота
loss - отказ

to break down
to be down
to go down
to damage

damaged - поврежденный

to collapse
to fall apart
to come to pieces
to tear sth off
to separate

to bend

bent - гнутый

a dent
a crack
to crack
asymmetrical
uncommanded

to be inoperative

cracked - треснувший

EXAMPLE SENTENCES

hydraulic system malfunction
left engine oil pump malfunction
APU (auxiliary power unit) failure
the failure of the crew to detect the
malfunction

We’ve lost all our instruments.
We’ve lost hydraulics.
loss of the generator
loss of electrical trim
The main control valve broke down right
after takeoff.
Our battery is down.
Our weather radar went down.
a damaged pitot tube
to damage the antenna
The rear pressure bulkhead insulation
collapsed.
the bearing fell apart
a torn off piece of fuselage skin
torn off winglet
a separated cowling
The hub with the main rotor blades
separated from the helicopter causing it
to fall into the sea.
bent propeller blades
The structure got bent due to unnatural
stresses in flight.
a dented radome
a dented stabilizer
cracked windshield
The visual inspection revealed cracks
coming from the rivet holes.
asymmetrical flaps deployment
uncommanded interceptor deployment
The aircraft experienced multiple system
failure indications followed by an
uncommanded pitch-down event which
resulted in serious injuries to passengers
and cabin crew.
inoperative autothrottle
The aircraft departed with engine 1 bleed
air system inoperative.
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a response
to jam

to get stuck – застрять
to lock - блокировать

The ailerons are not responding.
Right side rudder pedals got irresponsive.
The pilots had only
limited ailerons and elevators while the
rudder was completely jammed.
The flaps got stuck/locked in the up
position.

